I’m home!

Adult kids move back to save for a deposit

It’s one thing when they move back after university but now much older kids are moving back home while they save for a deposit on a house. And parents can find themselves helping out with the finances too.

Kate Wilson reports

HOW wages failing to keep up with property prices are by far the biggest reason today’s buyers have to make in order to save a deposit. A report by building society Halifax revealed that almost one in five (18 per cent) of home buyers raise it as a barrier. According to the research, parents are also just as likely to contribute to the cost of a mortgage as a deposit for their children as they were three years ago. Some 46 per cent of parents put money in a deposit for their children, while 41 per cent of parents were planning to.

Make it fun

Making home and earning more fruit and veg a positive experience for children can certainly help. Start early on and make it a regular part of your daily life. Positive experience and behave can encourage children to like and try new foods. Try dipping fruit in chocolate or yoghurt or cutting veg in fun shapes for a different way of presenting foods to children. Get variety and add fun and excitement to your child’s diet.
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